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Editorials

Those woukkbe isolationists whp have been saying
that events in far-off lands have little bearing on us
must admit.that events iri Iran,. Afghanistan, and the
. Middle East have weakened their position. '-..,--'
Surely no one could deny- with much success .that <
..foreign entities can and do influence our way of life *-*
witness the^, oil. situation as ah economic factor in
addition to the political situations alluded'to above.
So while- we cannot ignore what is Happening
downstate or down the block, neither can-we with any
sense of security attempt to be-oblivious to what is
transpiring in Asia, the Middle East or down continent, . ' " . . * ' "
' . . *.
thus, when an archbishop in Central America is
shot-down" during the consecratioiji of Mass, if is not•'•
. JusEssacf ilege that should concern us; we also should: be
upset-at the political injustices, the state of violence*
the aura of disaster prevalent just at our doorstep.;.
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thanarx>cketfulofimtanc^offaultyU.S v in
jjorts from foreignjands, We are i*bt|%i{ling to hitch
ur nationalstar to another one, particularly in light of
" ich contrary opinion as provided^ by Archbishop
omero. •
; *• -. '•/.'•..: . :s\. •[•• ''.:.'-:_ •>

Assassination — and suddenly Archbishop Romero
is a household name. His cause, because of Tiis murder,
will npwr advance much quicker and with wider
sympathy than if if his killers1 had not acted. When will
the mirids behindthe triggers understand this fact? t h e
Emiliano Zapatas, the Martin Luther Kings, the
Robert Kennedys and how Archbishop. Romero loom
larger than life following the assassin's bullets.

f

Another archbishop, John Quinn of San Francisco,
president of trie National Conference of Catholic
Eishops; has taken up the slain archbishop's cause,/
albeit from a less dangerous vahtage.point.

Archbishop Romero had written to President Carter
in February asking for a cessation of arms shipments to
that country; Although the target of bitter criticism
..from extreme, rightists,. Archbishop Romero was not a
political man, except in the sense that he was involved
in the struggle to help the impoverished of his country,
His was a voice to be heard; he was on the scene; he
sought no worldly prize.

There could.be no more fitting tribute to the heroic
life of this holy man than the fact that as a nation we
ould follow his advice," Archbishop Quinn said. .

Yet even after his death, Jbhan A- Bushnell, deputy,
assistant secretary of state for. inter-American affairs,
was supporting aid for the El Salvador government. His argument is that such reforms as land distribution
would not.be possible if it were.not for the "protection
and security provided by the Salvadorean military for
the new owners and the civilian technicians and
managers helping them."
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Sounds plausible. But the question that must be
asked is why did? Archbishop Romero, a proponent of
*land. redistribution, .disagree?'Because we have more
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And he is not alone. Dr. Jorge Lara-Braud, a leading
totestant Latin American specialist, joined Ar-"
chbishop Quinn's plea. "At stake,* he said,".is "whether •
we shall honor or dishonor the mernbry of the
peacemaker whose life Was taken by the very violence hich this military grant would escalate."
Many other voices, big and small, including our own
diocesan Justice and Peace Commission, will be raised
a gainst such military aid, in the wake of Archbishop'
Romero's mart>jrdom. ' " . . ' .
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A lessori for those who think killing erases problems
a .voice from the !grave often" gains amplified
distinction.
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